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ABSTRACT 	 ' j :
 
Trainees from five California prisons who completed vocation education
 
courses m prison in 1981 were surveyed through a cornputerizeci statistical
 
program called TAPS(Trainmg and Placement System)to deterniine if prison I;
 
vocational training helped increase job placement and reduce recidivism rates* 'C
 
A total of 212 TAPS candidates out of the larger 1981 prison population of
 
10,5l6 from California Correctiohal Center(CCC), Susanvme; California Institute
 
for Men(CIM), Chino; California Institute for Women(CIW), Frontera; California
 
Kehabnitation Center(CRC), Norco, and California Training Facility. (CTF),
 
Soledad, was followed at three month, six month, and one year intervals.
 
Job placement Was achieved by 43.84% of the TAPS candidates. There
 
were 14 successful discharges in the intervals followed which brought the
 
total of "successes" to 50.74%. Jobs related to the vocation for which trained
 
were 	obtained by 61.8% of the TAPS 1981 candidates.
 
The recidivism rate from the four general prisons--CCC, CIM, CIW, and
 
GTF--was 19.86% among TAPS candidates, compared to an overall prison average
 
of 36.2% recidivism rate m 1981.: TAPS candidates at CRC for drug offenses in
 
1981 fecidivated at 39.4%, compared to the overall CRC recidivism rate in 1981
 
of 51.4%. TAPS students averaged 911 hours spent in vocational training.
 
Overall recidivism rates among prisoners from all general prisons, both
 
state 	and federal, were in the 30 percentile range while drug offenders, a much
 
smaller population, recidivated in the 60 percentile range.
 
Approximately two-thirds of all prisoners surveyed fell into the category
 
of "amenable" to rehabilitation. The one-third of the prison population who
 
remain in prison appear to be hard-core "incorrigibles' who commit crime after
 
crime if released and who return again and again to prison, if paroled.
 
m
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
 
For millennia men have been puzzling the problem why so many
 
individuals who have been released from prison continue to commit crimes
 
that result in their reincarceration. Even from modem prisons nearly
 
one-third of all releasees at some point return to prison. An analysis of
 
information that is available relative to the identification offactors that
 
contribute to the reduction of recidivism would certainly be of help in the
 
understanding of this phenomenon.
 
In April, 1981, the California Department of Corrections announced
 
a new system of computerized data collection on the effect of Vocational
 
Education training on job placement and recidivism rates in California
 
prisons. The reporting system is called T.A.P.S.(TRAINING AND
 
PLACEMENT SYSTEM). The purpose ofTAPS is to present data to the
 
California State Legislature on jobs-obtained and recidivism rates among
 
parolees who received vocational training while incarcerated in California
 
prisons.
 
Five prisons were selected for the first TAPS survey from the twelve
 
major prisons in California inl981: California Correctional Center(CCC),
 
Susanville; CaliforniaInstituteforMen(CIM), Chino; California Institute for
 
Women(CIW),Frontera; California Training Facility(CTF)» Soledad, and
 
California Rehabilitation Center (CRC), Norco.
 
The problem that this paper addresses was to survey information that
 
had been collected relative to TAPSto determine if any factors that might
 
affect the recidivism rates could be identified.
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DEFINmON OF TERMS
 
In order to facilitate understanding, the specific definitions which
 
follow will apply wherever those ternas and abbreviations are encountered
 
throughout the remainder of this paper.
 
cec is California Correctional Center, P.O. Box 790, Susanville, CA 96130.
 
CDC is California Departtnent of Corrections, 714 P Street, Sacranaento, CA
 
V:-:; .' -95814.'. ­
CM is California Institute for Men, P.O. Box 128, Ghino, CA 91710.
 
CIW is California Institute for Women, 16756 Chino'Corona Road, Frontera,
 
CA-'Vomo. ^
 
CRC is California Rehabilitation Center, P.O. Box 1841, Noreo, CA 91760.
 
CTF is Correctional Training Facility, P.O. Box 686, Soledad, CA 93960.
 
Central Office is the Department of Corrections(CDC)in Sacrarnento.
 
Completion, in prison vocational education, is a certificate issued after a
 
student conapletes all competencies required to leam that vocation.
 
Discharge is the official exit of an offender from a correctional facility.
 
Drug Addict is a person addicted to a substance, such as narcotics.
 
"Failure", in the TAPS program, means(1)jobless,(2)reincarcerated, or
 
(3)RAL(Running at Large).
 
Five-Year Cumulative is a statistic in which each candidate in the concemed
 
group is followed for five years after the precise date listed.
 
Habilitation is the act of qualifying as fit for the activities of normal life.
 
Parole is a conditional and revocable release of a prisoner from a penal
 
institution for a given period of time under the supervision of a specific
 
parole agent, providing certain specific conditions of parole are observed
 
until expiration of the stated parole period.
 
Parolee is an ex-offender released from a correctional facility on parole.
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Probation is the action of suspending the sentence of a convicted offender in
 
such a way that the offender is given freedom after agreeing to supervision
 
^d reporting to a probation officer at stated intervals.
 
RAL is a prisoner who is running at large.
 
Recidivism is the return of a person with a criminal record or the commitment
 
of a probationer to a penal institution for violation Of the conditions of
 
parole or probation or for the commission of a new offense.
 
Rehabilitation is the restoration of a person through therapeutic measures to
 
participation in the activities of normal life.
 
Releases is an ex-offender who has been released from prison. It includes those
 
paroled as well as those who get an immediate release after discharge.
 
"Success", in the TAPS program,means (1) holding a job or(2)a successful
 
discharge from parole or prison.
 
TAPS is "TRAINING AND PLACEMENT SYSTEM", a computerized record,
 
beginning January 1, 1981, and continuing indefinitely, of all offenders
 
trained in vocational education in one of five prisons^-CCC, CIM, CIW.
 
CRG, or CTF--on jobs obtained after completion of that training, on
 
return to prison, or on other outcome after release from prison.
 
VEA is the Vocational Education Act of 1963, plus amendments in later years,
 
which made accessto vocational education in the United States open tp "all
 
people of all ages in all communities" with separate and perpetu^funding.
 
The VEA is directed by national, state, and local Vocational Advisory
 
:^/;','Councils.
 
Vocational Education is training in skills that use the hands and feet as well as
 
the brain, i.e. manual skills.
 
r.'V ^ Vocations are the manual skills taught in vocational education.
 
§1:'Y.A. is a shortened form meaning California Youth Authority which serves
 
youthful o^enders;', . V, ,r ^ ;
 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
 
In reviewing the literature on rates of recidivism, discussion of
 
several inter-related factors dominated most of what has been written.
 
Those factors were poor employment skills, joblessness, and crime.
 
Dr. Ralph H. Miller, Claremont Graduate School, California, in his
 
doctoral dissertation (Miller, 1978) compared fourtreatment groups who
 
had been released from the California Rehabilitation Center, Norco. The
 
four study groups weretrained in: (1)vocations only, (2)human relations
 
only, (3) both, and (4)neither. Dr. Miller reported on jobs and recidivism
 
rates at three and six month intervals after release./ The subjects were
 
589 male residents at CRC. Dr. Miller found no differential treatment
 
effects within the four study groups. He did find that 40% of those trained
 
vocationally found jobs related to CRC vocational training, six months after
 
release./ Miller reported that his research followed that of Dickover,
 
Maynard & Painter (1971), Research Division, California Department of
 
Corrections. Dickover et al reported that successful job placement among
 
releasees with vocational training in California prisons was related to: (1)
 
good grades in training, (2)training period closest to release, and (3)greater
 
amount of vocational training. The problems of the hard-core jobless who
 
received vocational training in prison centered around negative self esteem,
 
short time perspective, and subcultural differences in life style and values.
 
Dickover et al concluded it was beyond the financial means pf Departments
 
of Corrections to confront these problems alone.
 
Miller, in his 1978 research, was attempting primarily to determine
 
if the effects of vocational training at CRC were directed toward altering
 
the work motivation of the hard-core unemployed.
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 Eleanor and Sheldon Glueck (1923 tol946) published jyiasslve studies on
 
1,000 adolescents, 500 young adult males, and 500 young adult females at
 
five, ten, and fifteen-year intervals after first release from prison. The
 
Gluecks found the releasee population to be divided about 50-50% between
 
the incorrigibles (those who remain criminal until death) and those who
 
are amenable to habilitation. If the Glueck theory proves to be accurate,
 
it would appear that habilitation efforts might be better addressed to the
 
amenable than to an entire prison population.
 
' ■■ ; "; j
The Gluecks also found that criminality is chiefly a social disorder of:
 
the immature male. Males outnumber females about 20-to-l in federal
 
and state prisons. (Glaser (1964), California Prisoners, and summary
 
statistics from other states, published annually) The Gluecks reported
 
that crime appears to yield to maturation about fifteen years after the first
 
onset of crime. If the offender becomes "successful", he develops (1) a
 
stable family life and (2) steady employment. Of those who learned good
 
work habits in prison, statistics showed that 67% used them in outside jobs.
 
One-third of those vocationally-trained used the vocational skills for which
 
trained in prison. The greater the number of industrial experiences the
 
prisoner was given, thebetter equipped he was for job success.
 
From the opposite point of view, Goodale (1973)made a study of the
 
"hard-core unemployed". He found them (1)less likely to stay on any job,
 
(2)less likely to take pride in work, (3)less likely to place emphasis on
 
the Protestant work ethic, and (4)more likely to place self-interest first,
 
Davis, A. (1946) identified the characteristics of the "hard-core
 
unemployed" as: (1)they seek immediate gratification of basic needs by
 
any means; (2)they accept joblessness as the norm, and(3)they lack the
 
vocational skills necessary to esca.pe the ghetto.
 
nines (1968)found: (1) a preference for being inactive ^d uninvolved
 
1 ,V ■ 
with a job and (2)a high incidence of police trouble in the family. The
 
inference madebyGoodale,Davis, and Hines is clear: joblessness and
 
poor work habits are excellent prerequisites for prison,
 
A follow-up study on drug addicts released from CRC at Norco from
 
1963-1966 was done by Charles K, Bridges, (1973) He claimed huge
 
recidivism rates: 90% of men addicts and 83% of women addicts. Greater
 
length of time in prison contributed tp lesser recidivism rates. Those
 
least likely to return had no prior criminal record. Bridges found that
 
71% of drug addicts returned a second time/ 34% return n third time,
 
but only 2% return for a fourth commitment at CRC,
 
Bridges' statistics appear exaggerated, compared to California'sYC
 
summary statistics on Civil Commitments for those years. Nevertheless,
 
if naost recidivism is from parole violations, the question clearly arises:
 
Was it the ex-offender or the parole system that failed?
 
The California Department of Youth Authority also made a study of
 
ward characteristics and recidivism (June, 1977) among 8500 drug addicts
 
there. Recidivism rate findings parallel those at CRC: Mpre males do
 
recidivate; recommitments taper,off; more"successes" occur ampng
 
offenders who take part in a program of rehabilitation, and "Rehabilitation
 
does not occur until a desire for change is strong enough,"(Y,A,, 1977)
 
The California Department of Corrections, Research Division, Health
 
and Welfare Agency, Administrative Information and StatisticaJ Section in
 
Sacramento, compiles a book summary statistics each year on all
 
CalHornia prisoners and their cha,racteristics and another feparate book of
 
summary statistics on civil commitments for drug addicts.; These books
 
contain pensus facts concerning all California prisoners. No research
 
in California is complete without an investigation of these facts. Annual
 
correctional summs-t*y statistics are in university libraries^.
 
The followmg are cohort study statistic:s fropi California Prisoners,
 
Research Division, California Departrrient of Corrections, (1964-1974) The
 
table below gives pereentages on those who recidivated from general prison
 
in the specific years listed, male andfemale. The column that is marked
 
"Recidivated" is a cumulative statistic taken five years after release from
 
prison on the total number returned since the year listed:
 
TABLE 1. RECIDIVISM FROM CALIFORNIA GENERAL PRISONS
 
MALE
 FEMALE
 
Year Number Recidivated Year Number Recidivated 
Released after 5 yrs. Released after 5 yrs. 
1964 8,158 47.0% 1964 565 48.7% 
1965 9,226 45.5 1965 484 48.8 
1966 7,193 43.5 1966 573 47.6 
1967 7,339 42.1 1967 641 39,6 
, 1968 6,450 39.8 1968 604 42.2 
1969 7,583 36,9 1969 495 38.2 
1970 8,310 35.9 1970 509 37,7 
1971 9,776 38.0 1971 537 30,7 
1972 7,488 40.9 1972 473 37,8 
1973 5,097 37.1 1973 355 33,8 
1974 4,914 32.0 1974 375 25.3 
Average Male: 39,9% Average Female: 39,1% 
Comparison of the first and second sets offigures substantiates the
 
Glueck statistics that ciriminality is primarily male. The figures above also
 
further refute the myth that 75% of all offenders return to prison, (MacLeod,
 
1965) The average recidivism rate for males (1964-1974) in all California
 
prisons was 39^ 9%; for females inthe same yearsthe average was 39,1%,
 
Further Study of the statistics above shows that the male recidivism
 
rate from California general prisons declined from 47% in 1964 to 32% in 1974.
 
The female general prison recidivism rate decilined from 48.7% in 1964 to
 
25,3% in 1974. Again, it must be emphasized that these figures are based on
 
head count on each prisoner over the five years after release from prison.
 
 TABLE 2. RECIDIVISM IN CALIFORNIA DRUG ADDICTS
 
MALE
 FEMALE
 
YEAR Number Recidivated YEAR
 Number Recidivated
 
Released within 5 yrs. Released within 5 yrs
 
1964 677 75,2% V , . 1964 181 61.3%
 
1965 1,342 75,9 1965
 235 68.5 
1966 1,247 , ■ : " 73,7 • 1966 250 72.4
 
1967 2,119 74,6 1967
 372 62.9
 
1968 2,508 73,8 374
1968 59.9 ;
 
1969 2,768 65.8 1969 471 57.5
 
1970 3,506 56.5 1970 438 51.6
 
1971 4,089 57.7 1971 471
 48.6
 
1972 3,208 60.8 1972 463 49.9
 
1973 3,597 60.4 1973
 505 55.6
 
Average V, ■ ' ■ 67,4% ^ Average: 58.8% 
Recidivism, even among drug addicts, declined, 1964-1973, from 75.2%
 
to 60,4% in males,and from 61,3% to 55,6% in females. However, there hpe
 
relatively few drug addicts in prison compared with other offenders, a ratio
 
of approximately one addict to 17 general prisoners. The recidivism rate for
 
drug addicts is therefore figured separately in California because it is so much
 
higher than the recidivism rate from general prisons. Figured together, the
 
recidivism rates become hopelessly skewed.
 
Table 2 shows that 67,4% was the average male drug addict recidivism
 
rate, compared to 39.9% for the male general prisoner population, 1964-1973,
 
in California, The recidivism rate for male drug addicts is almost double
 
other offenses. Female drug addicts recidivated an average of 58.8%,
 
1964-1973, compared to average female general prisoner recidivism of 39.1%.
 
More males are incarcerated than females for drug addiction, but there was
 
an increase in the number of both sexes incarcerated, 1964-|973. However,
 
the number of drug addicts incarcerated in California is relatively small:
 
1,570in1981 at CRC compared to 26,370 total for other prisoners: a ratio
 
of approxiifnately l-in-17. Far fewer females are incarcerated fOr drug
 
 ' 'lO,; ■ 
addiction: 220inl981 compared to 1» 350 males at CRC. The ratio of males
 
to females imprisoned for the felonies that drug addicts commit has risen to
 
l-in-6. The male/female ratio is l-in-20 for general offenses. (Civilly-

Committed Drug Addicts, 1981, in print)
 
Another factor bearing on high recidivism rates among drug addicts
 
may be shorter prison sentences; the average prison term for drug addicts,
 
civilly-coinmitted, was seven months in 1981, (Civil Commitment Program)
 
General prisoners serve a two-year average sentence, (Glaser, 1964) Longer
 
prison terms produce less recidivism, (Bridges) The question arises: Do
 
drug addicts recidivate more than other prisoners because of shorter terms?
 
Daniel Glaser (1964) began extensive research for the federal prison
 
system to determine which programs were working to reduce recidivism in
 
American prisons, Glaser's first finding correlated with the Califomia
 
Prisoner, (1964-1974) statistics above: only one-third of "regular" prisoners
 
recidivate. Glaser said it isa myth that recidivism returns two-of-three to
 
prison. He went onto prove with extensivefederal and state statistics that
 
one-of-three prisoners return, Glaser's research indicated that by 1967 only
 
31% of federal prisoners in the United States were recidivating.
 
Recidivism statistics seem to be skewed since multiple-term 'losers"
 
accumulate in prisons. They remain there. By 1962, of all California
 
prisoners released in 1951, only 37% had returned. Recidivism appears to
 
decline after the first year out and almost disappears by the fourth year,
 
Glaser's findings (1964) coincide with recidivist research done
 
the Gluecks which indicate that the older the prisoner is when released,
 
the less likely it is that he/she will return, "Crime is predonainantly a
 
weakness of the young,"(Glaser, 1964) Arrests are made in bnly a fourth
 
of major cpimes; of that quarter, only one-third will be convicted.
 
The prisoner's worksupervisor was cited by 54% of non-recidivists as
 
,/■; ;;;:V ;' ; ■ ■ ,P' 
the persoh that exerted the strongest influence for their rehabilitation; 
chaplains or religious workers were credited by 17%, and 3% gave credit 
for their reformation to older inmates. One element was always the 
same: the inmate developed a feeling of "self-respect", (Glaser) 
Schoolar, Winburn, and Hays (1973) suggested the problem was 
"habilitation" (See definitions, page 2) not "rehabilitation" since inmates 
as a whole never had good work habits and skills to begin with. Ex-drug 
offenders had even more difficulty achieving successful habilitation. 
Dr. Lloyd M. McCullough, consultant, California Corrections vocational 
program, reported in 1981 that vocational education's objective in prisons was 
to help inmates qualify for jobs and provide job training. Each facility had an 
individualized program for inmates which included assignment to academic, 
vocational, or work programs. Over 50 vocations are taught in California 
prisons and work camps. The goal of vocational planning in California 
Corrections was 50% job placement by 1983. 
Alastair MacLeod in his book. Recidivism, a Deficiency Disease, (1965) 
stated a theory that "damaging degrees of deprivation from social isolation 
during critical life periods may influence a person toward criminality. " He 
urged a "second stage" correctional therapy center in the community where 
ex-offenders would be free to live after discharge and where the rehabilitative 
agencies of the community could all work together withreleasees to assist 
them in their struggle to return to society. 
Lipton, Markinson & Wilks (1975) did a survey of the effectiveness 
of correctional treatment programs, national and foreign, for Governor 
Nelson Rockefeller of New York. They accepted only studies that used control 
groups and had been completed before 1945. Lipton et al reported that studies 
of the "effect" of vocational treatment in prisons on recidivism were all but 
non-existent and analysis of its effect Gould not be made until auch studies 
  
^ ■ ,/ 	 ■ ^ ■ '12 ■ ■-

'did exist. ■ • 
William Gallaher (1976) suggested that a low-level of self-esteem
 
precedes acts of criminality. This theory follows Abraham Maslow's
 
"hierarchy"theory that self-esteem develops in graduated levels.
 
Hippchen et al (1982) prescribed a total community holistic approach to
 
prison rehabilitation. Hippchen urged thorough diagnostic testing prior to
 
treatment to find "internal and e:!rternal stresses": genetic, pre-natal,
 
post-natal, early childhood, nutritional, biochemical, physiological, social,
 
educational, and psychological. After completion of testing, Hippchen et al
 
saw a need for a new thorough prison classification system that would place
 
offenders in the best individualized prison program possible, specifically
 
designed for gradualstep-by-step habilitation into the community.
 
Donald A. Deppe in the Hippchen book prescribed a modelfor correctional
 
education: one-third Adult Basic Education (ABE): one-Ihlrd Secondary
 
Education(G.E.D,), and one-third Post-Secondary Education which would
 
include Vocational Education training. Deppe further urged a new emphasis
 
on Social Education to get the amenable offender habituated to those patterns
 
of behavior society will accept. Deppe also pointed out that it is a myth
 
that education alone can do away with recidivism. Treatment must be total.
 
Glaser (1964) outlined step-by-step recommendations for reduction of
 
prison recidivism:
 
1. Closely supervise work since idleness is demoralizing.
 
2. 	Inmates should acquire job knowledge and skills in prison.
 
3. 	Prison industries has best record of job-getting.
 
4. 	It is not 60 much the vocational skill as getting used
 
to regular work that is most rehabilitating.
 
5. 	Inmates do not make good teachers; inmate aides must
 
be closely supervised. Honor systems lead to cheating.
 
6. 	Prison education has to be extensive: a little learning
 
leads to false hopes on the outside.
 
7. Prisoners need extensive budget-training.
 |. Unemployment may be among the chief "causal factors"
 
in recidivism.
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9. 	Best job areas for releasees: unskilled labor, semi-skilled
 
labor, and typing.
 
10. 	Recidivism varies inversely with post-release jobs.
 
11. 	Primary barrier to releasee employment: lack of skilled
 
work experience.
 
12. 	Best source for post-release jobs: self-search, friends,
 
and family.
 
13. 	Provide closely supervised financial assistance at release.
 
14. 	Help with getting jobs: 55% of those who get jobs do not
 
return. (Glaser)
 
15. 	Ex-prisoners who succeed make new friends.
 
16. "Successes" eventually achieve both economic stability and
 
satisfactory group relationships.
 
Glaser based his statistics on annualsummary statistics from federal
 
and state prisons. It is to be noted that federail prisons have longer sentences
 
SO that the maturation factor cited by the Gluecks may have contributed to the
 
lower recidivism rate from federal prisons, 31%. (Glaser)
 
' In the literature reviewed for this paper, therefore, a consensus of
 
opinion revealed there are multiple causes for criminality, such as immaturity,
 
hard-core unemployment, lack of working skills, negative outlook, member
 
of a juvenile gang, or instant self-gratification. Criminality appears to be
 
chiefly a social disorder of the immature male since males in prison
 
butnumber females approximately 20-to-1.
 
On the other hand, recidivism rates from general prisons, both state and
 
federal, were in the 30 percentile range--not 75%. Drug offenders, a much
 
smaller population (1 in 17), had a recidivism rate in the 60 percentile range.
 
Glaser pointed out prison recidivism rates appear higher because approximately
 
one-third of the prison population are hard-core and return again and again to
 
prison, if released. These inmates remain in prison and constitute the part of
 
society the Gluecks characterized as "The Incorrigibles".
 
 the taps program
 
By December Si, 1981, the TAPS program (Training and Placement
 
Systein) for Vocational Education, California Department of Corrections,
 
had completed its first year of operation. All data gathered in 1981 from
 
vocationalinstructors in the five California prisons listed below and from
 
the 	concerned parole officers had been forwarded to the computer data
 
collection center at C.I.W.
 
The five prisons contributing input to the computerized TAPS program
 
■ were:; 
1. 	CGG: Galifornia Gorrectional Genter, P.O. Box 790,
 
Susanville, GA 96130.
 
2. 	GIM: Galifornia Institution for Men, P.O. Box 128,
 
Ghino, GA 91710.
 
3. 	GIW: Galifornia Institution for Women, 16756 Chino-

Gorona Road, Frontera, GA 91720.
 
4. 	GRG: Galifornia Rehabilitation Genter, P.O, Box
 
1841, Norco, GA 91760.
 
5. 	GTF: Gorrectional Training Facility, P.O. Box 686,
 
Soledad, GA 93960.
 
C>n 	May 30, 1980, the Galifornia State Legislature, Department
 
of 	Finance, mandated that the Department of Gorrections reinstate follow-up
 
statistical reports on job placement among vocationally-trained releasees
 
with a follow-up report six months later. The Vocational Education Act of
 
1978 had established a requirement that the Galifornia Department of
 
Gorrections collect and maintain information regarding:
 
1. 	Vocational enrollment and completions in correctional
 
'facilities,
 
2. 	Number of inmates employed in related occupations.
 
3. Number ofinmates placed in advanced training.
 
Planning began at once to set up a machines-readable reporting program.
 
The project was turned over to Dr. Lloyd McCullough, consultant, and
 
Mylum Kelly, Superyisor of Educational Prograins, Central Office, CDG, in
 
; ■ -14- . . ■ 
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Sacramento/ M and Kelly asseiribled a "Task Force"from qualified 
personnel in the state. It was decided at the organizationarmeeting, June 24 
and 25, 1980, in SacranaentOjto study the feasibility of creating a computerized
 
vocational education reporting system. Neil Murdoch, CIW Computer and
 
Instructor, and Lee Cpok, Computer Instructor at San
 
Quentin, were asked to submit competing models for programming. The TAPS
 
Task Force convened in June, August, September, and October. The CIW
 
program, as outlined in this paper, had been tentatively approved by
 
October.
 
A prison inmate at CIW designed theTAPSprogram underthe supervision
 
of Neil Murdoch, CIW Computer Instructor, and they ran off the first sample
 
for the Task Force. By January, 1981, the five prisons listed above had been
 
selected.
 
The final draft of the TAPS program was developed by Dr. McCuUough
 
Who then conducted training programs at CRC, CIW, CIM, CTF, and CCC for
 
all vocationalinstructors on filling out the Instructor Data Sheet(See page 16)
 
and the TAPS program was put into operation. Vocational supervisors kept
 
one -Copy,forwarded one Instructor Data Sheet to the parole agent concerned,
 
^ a^^ sent another copy to the CIW Computer. Joanne Orizco, Teaching
 
Assistant at the CIW computer center, was in charge of data entry.
 
Parole agents throughout the state were asked to send follow-up Parole
 
■ Agent Datasheets (Seepage 17)to the CIW computer within 15 days of parolee 
release, for a three-month follow-up, and for a six-month follow-up. The
 
TAPS program was now in place. Data were made retroactive to January I,
 
1981, and by December 31, 1981, data were on hand for the first complete
 
year of TAPS.
 
In March,1982,the Task Force again assembled in Sacramento to assess
 
the ya.lue of the 1981 TAPS program. As inevitable, flaws in the system were
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found. In particular, it beccurie apparent some data wer^ incotnplete, on
 
90-Day and l80^Day follow-up reports, especially. An attempt was made to
 
correct this situation through Central Parole Office. Nevertheless, the Task
 
Force decided that enough data were now available to give accurate reporting
 
information tpthe Legislature on vocationally-trained releasees from prison.
 
It was further decided to continue the TAPS program in 1982 in the five
 
prisons and to start modification and correction of data and computer input.
 
The vocational education program of CDCprovides committed offenders
 
with the opportunity to learn a trade and develop skills which may ultimately
 
be used productively in free society. Most vocational education programs
 
in California corrections are 2,000 hourslong, Dr. McCullough(1980) states
 
that recent years have evidenced a strong relationship between education
 
and the world of work. Vocational education is one of the strategies society
 
has to achieve effective use of prison human resources among releasees.
 
To ascertain the merit of various prison vocational programs, the
 
TAPS data collection system was set up. The TAPS program not only can
 
monitor the releasee's progress and achievement, it can gather, process,
 
and output data for future research and for the public. (McCullough)
 
For the first time in California, a computerized data information system
 
is in place that can report annually on what impact vocational education
 
has on prisoners on jobs obtained and recidivism. This need had been noted
 
as far back as 1945 when Governor Nelson Rockefeller of New York instituted
 
research analyzing treatment programs that reduced recidivism. (Lipton
 
et al, 1945) That research stated better analyses were needed on reduction
 
of recidivism by prison vocational education programs.
 
INVESTIGATION OF DATA
 
The UNIVAC 90/30 computer in the Data Processtng auid Computer
 
classroom at GIW (Frontera) was used to compile the TAPS statistics in
 
■■^this; survey.;; -"" ^ 
The first complete computer print-out of the1981 TAPS statistics was 
run off May 14, 1982. It was an alphabetical sorting of parolees from 
five prisons who hsidvbcational-training ''completion'' in1981. Prior training 
could be part of the completion if verified. Completion hours required 
varied from 150 to 2, 000, averaging 910. 7. 
Total cases in the first run-off was 268; summary statistics included 
ethnic totals, male/female candidates, prison totals, training hours, jobs, 
no jobs, and recidivism per conipletion. Print-outs on each candidate 
included (1) Instructor Data results, (2) 90-Day Parole Agent Data results, 
and, when available, (3) 180-Day Parole Agent Data results. 
A hand-screening of the computer candidates was made with individual 
information cards for each candidate. Telephone calls were made directly to 
concerned parole agents throughout the State to fill in as much missing data 
as possible. The overall total of 1981 candidates grew to 281; of these, 
69 had missing follow-up data and were therefore dropped from this survey, 
leaving a total of 212 active units of analysis for 1981. 
The OBIS computer system (Offender-Based Information Survey), 
Departmrat of Corrections, was used to verify information on the 212 units 
of analysis. OBIS lists by I.D^ number California prisoners incarcerated 
or on parole for the last five-year period. OBIS systems are available in 
Records pffices in California correctional facilities and poirfle units. 
Job information, however, can only be supplied by thf parole agent. 
The data collection field, therefore, for this survey was yast, involving 
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contacts with parole agents throughout the state and vocational programs
 
in the five prisons. Communication was by "Lease: Line"telephone, used
 
within the CaUfornia correctional system, and the GBIS Computer.
 
Vocational Education Delivery System
 
The Vocational Education Delivery System in the five prisons that
 
oarlicipated in the 1981 TAPS program included Btudents from any of the
 
four "Regions" in the California Parole Agent System;
 
REGION li Headquarters, Sacramento
 
Northern District(Sacramento and area)
 
Central District(Modesto suid area)
 
Southern District(Fresno and area)
 
REGION II. Headquarters, San Francisco
 
San Francisco District
 
Alameda District
 
North Coast District
 
San Jose District
 
REGION III. Headquarters, Los Angeles
 
Alhambra District
 
Los Angeles District
 
West Los Angeles District
 
Ventura District
 
REGION IV. Headquarters, Santa Ana
 
Montebello District
 
Riverside District
 
San Diego District
 
Santa Ana District.
 
Each of the five prisons had a Vocational Education program in 1981
 
which offered a variety of training subjects:
 
At CCC(Susanville): 3 Supervisors of Vocational Instruction
 
13 Instructors, 3 Vocational Counselors
 
Auto Mechanics
 
>'. ■ -v Body & Fender
 
Masonry
 
. -v^Typewriter'Repair ^
 
Dry Cleaning
 
Upholstery
 
, ■; Welding ­
Baking
 
At CIM (Chino): 2 Supervisors of Vocational Instruction 
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Also at GIM: 	14 Instructors, 2 Vocational Counselors
 
Vocations: 	Offset Printing
 
Household Appliance
 
MiU Calpinct
 
Baking;
 
Masonry
 
Radio/TV Repair
 
Auto Mechanics
 
-Welding .
 
Shoe-Repair ,
 
Meatcutting
 
Sheet Metak .- ' v
 
Machine Shop
 
^ -.'Diving.
 
Animal Grooming
 
At CIW (Prontera): One Supervisor of Vocational Instruction
 
9 Instructors, 1 Teaching Assistant, 1 Counselor
 
Vocations: Cosmetology 
Graphic^Arts. 
-Nursing;' -
Major Appliance 
Air Conditioning f 
':V7. v;­ - --- '. . ''^Elec 
Computer &, Data Processing 
Building Maintenance 
Word Processing 
At CTF(Soledad); 2 Supervisors of Vocational Instruction
 
19 Instructors, 3 Vocational Counselors
 
Vocations: Upholstery
 
Auto Mechanics 
Furniture Technology 
- Printing ■ ■ ■ -. 
Electronics 
Meat Cutting
 
Landscape
 
Body & Fender
 
Small Engine
 
Dry Cleaning
 
■ 	 Appliance 
Mill &. Cabinet - ­
Air Conditioning/Refrigeration 
At CRC(Norco): 1 Supervisor of Vocational Instruction 
11 Instructors, 1 Teaching Assistant, 1 Counselor 
Vocations: Word Processing/Clerical & Secretarial 
Drafting 
- ■ Building:Maintenance. 
U Offset Printing . , 
;	 Dry Cleaning
 
Air Conditioning/Solar Energy
 
Auto Technology
 
Upholstery
 
More than 50 vocational classes were taught in the five prisonp in 1981.
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"Central Office" for the Departnaent of CorrectionB in California is
 
in Sacramento. The Director of the Department of Cprrectiohs in 1981 was
 
Ruth Rushen with A. Dal Favero, Chief of Educational Services; Mylum
 
Kelly, Supervisor of Educational Programs, and Dr. Lloyd McCullough,
 
Vocational Education Consultant.
 
yocational Student Training
 
A vocational studenCs training begins with enrollment in one of the
 
above programs in one of the five prisons concerned:
 
Extensive testing is done before entry into any institution either
 
at the Northern Reception Center at Vacaville or at the Southern Reception
 
Center at Chino on: physical, personality, academic level, I.Q., mental,
 
and special problems with an interview with a Counselor who sends his
 
F^Pdtnmendations to the Classification Service Representative who then
 
designates to which prison the candidate willbe sent.
 
Testing is done again at individual prisons when needed. Then the
 
individual student meets with the Classification Committee which is made
 
up of a Senior Administrator, the Classifications Officer, the inmate's
 
Counselor, the Acadernic Education Counselor and/or the Vocational
 
Education Counselor. Inmates are assigned accordingtotest results, their
 
own past work experience, and their expressed preference.
 
A complete educational system exists by law in California prisons:
 
'E S L--English as a Second Language
 
ABE I--Grades 1 through 2,99 (Adult Basic Education)
 
ABE II--Grades 3 through 5.99
 
ABE III—Grades 6 through 8.99
 
G.E.D.--Certification, High School
 
College--Usually 2-year with access to AA Degree.

Some prisons have access to 4-year college. "
 
Vocational training
 
On the following',page, a Flow Chart shows a vocational student's
 
progress in and out of prison:
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A vocational student in the California prison system moves 
through a Rci-ios of stops in his progress from prison entry to exit: 
1. Bus with barred windows (The Grey Goose) arrives at prison gate, 
I 2. Pi-isoner is "logged in", much lihe a warehouse item. 
3. Spends about a week in the Orientation Dorm: leams the facility, its 
; rules and regulations. Gets assignment to regular dorm or cell. 
4. 	 Gets on waiting list for vocation; works in prison work assignments. 
5. 	 Goes to Classification with Counselor when opening comes in vocation, 
6. 	 deceives orientation and diagnostic testing in vocational classroom. 
7. 	 Training Competencies: Passes through beginning, intermediate to 
advanced skills. May or may not become a Teacher Aide or Tutor. 
v 	^ At parole time, if student has passed all his competencies and/or 
logged enough hours in training, he receives a Completion Certificate, 
9. 	 Departure: Exits with $200, less fare home and money for clothes. 
10. 	 Sent on bus to plane. Bad law requires them to report to parole at 
same place received sentence. (Place where crime occurred often.) 
11. Usually met at destination by relatives.
 
l2. Must report to parole officer within 24 hours.
 
13. 	 Usually have to find a job on their own. One of the main causes of 
recidivism is they run out of money before first payday. 
14. 	 Community: Usually hostile although ex-offenders quickly seek those 
agencies which will help them. 
f' 
r' / 	 ■ ■ 
15. 	 The final test pi success in correctional vocations is (1) getting a job. 
preferably in a job related to training, (2) no recidivism, (3) 90-day 
check: working, (4) 180-day check: working, and (|) successful 
■£ .• ■ " discharge from parole into the community as a useful citizen. 
■■rf;
 
. v;:--V­
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Data Analysis Problems
 
Serious problems with computer print-out accuracy in the 1981 TAPS
 
survey surfaced. De-bugging is part of any computer program. The June
 
28, 1982, print-out listed only 190 candidates for 1981 but the May 14, 1982,
 
print-out had listed 265. Problems centered around:
 
1. Serious sorting deficiencies.
 
2. 	Insufficient proofreading on airievels,
 
3. 	Inadequate input from some Vocational Instructors.
 
4. 	Inadequate input from some Parole Agents.

5. 	Too many omissions on data, particularly on CRC.
 
6. 	Some candidates were entered as completions with as little
 
as one hour of vocational training.
 
The wisdom of having hand-tallied the computer data on individual
 
TAPS candidates from the beginning became immediately apparent after the
 
second and third print-outs. They didn't tally.
 
Noting the sorting problems that had developed, the Data Processing
 
and Computer program at CIW began the lengthy process of re-programming
 
1the entire TAPS survey to make it machine-readable and accurate. A pilot
 
orint-out of nine names was run off and machine tallied on 11/10/82.
 
It proved accurate. On 12/15/82 a corrected computer print-out was run
 
off on the TAPS survey; this information tallied with the print-out of May
 
14, 1982. The fallacy of accepting computer statistics without careful
 
proofreading and hand-checking cannot be stressed enough. '
 
Candidate's names and records could now be verified, using a
 
three-point check for accuracy:
 
1. 	The original May 14, 1982 print-out.
 
2. 	The hand-tallied information, checked by telephone and OBIS
 
computer to fill in missing or inaccurate information.
 
3. 	The corrected 12/15/82 print-out.
 
The gathering of summary statistic data on a given year is a lengthy
 
process, particularly when 90-day, 180-day, and one year follow-ups must
 
be performed on each candidate. After the 1981-1982 print-out of state
 
summary statistics arrived January,1984,this survey couldreport Findings:
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
FINDINGS: PART I. JOB PLACEMENT
 
This survey covers two main topics of research:
 
1. What effect, if any, did vocational training in five California prisons in
 
1981 have on job placement?
 
2. What effect, if any, did vocational training in five California prisons in
 
1981 have on recidivism?
 
To address the first of theae questions this survey presents the
 
following findings: FIRST, identification of population in this survey:
 
C CHART 1. TOTAL TAPS CANDIDATES, 1981
 
PRISON MALE FEMALE % TOTAL 
. %
% ■ 
CCC 33 : 25%. 33 16%
-

<; ;ClMy 49 36% 4 5% 53 25%
 
CIW 41 53% 41 19%
 
vctf/; 19 14% •- ■ 19 9% 
CRC 34 25% 42% 66 31%
 
totals 135 100% 77 100% 212 100%
 
CCC is California Correctional Colony, Susanville ,
. . , . .33 Male
 
CM is California Institute for Men, Chino . . , . 49 Male, 4 Female
 
CIW is California Institute for Women, Frontera. . . . . .41Female
 
CTF is California Training Facility, Soledad . . .
. . , . 19 Male
 
CRC|s California Rehabilitation Center, Norco .. 34 Male, 32 Female
 
Note: CRC wUl be listed separately from the other four general prisons
 
as CI|C is the institution for drug-addicted prisoners. Recidivism figures
 
for dnug-addicts are approximately double those for gendral prisoners.
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CHART 2. ETHNICITY OF TAPS CANDIDATES, 1981 :
 
PRISONS
 
CCC
 
' CIM
 
CIW
 
IC
 
CTF
 
CRC
 
TOTALS
 
WHITE
 
13
 
39.39%
 
19
 
35.85%
 
18
 
43.90%
 
7
 
36.84%
 
25
 
37.88%
 
82
 
38.68%
 
BLACK
 
10
 
30.31%
 
19
 
35.85%
 
18
 
43.90%
 
7
 
36.84%
 
21
 
31.82%
 
75
 
35.38%
 
MEXICAN
 
AMERICAN
 
9
 
27.27%
 
12
 
22.64%
 
4
 
9.76%
 
5
 
26.32%
 
15
 
22.73%
 
45
 
21.23%
 
AMERICAN
 
INDIAN
 
-

2
 
3.77%
 
-

2
 
3.03%
 
4
 
1.89%
 
CHINESE
 
1
 
3.03%
 
-

-

-

■ ­
1
 
0.47%
 
OTHER
 
-

1
 
1.89%
 
1
 
2.44%
 
-

3
 
4.54%
 
5
 
2.35%
 
total
 
33 , .
 
53
 
41
 
19
 
66
 
212
 
100.00%
 
White students outnumbered other ethnic groups in the 1981 TAPS program. However,
 
there were only 3.3% fewer blacks than whites. Mexican-Americans were about one
 
in five. Others accounted for only a 4.7% minority.
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Utluiicity
 
The totals of the ethnic groups in the 1981 TAPS program were:
 
White 82 38.7% 
Black 75 35.4 
IVIexican-American 45 21.2 
American Indian 4 1.9 
Chinese 1 .5 
Others 5 2.3 
212 100.0%
 
A comparison with Summary Statistics from all California prisons
 
revealed this ethnicity among all prisoners incarcerated during 1981:
 
White 10,178 36.4%
 
Black 10,055 36.0
 
Mexican-American 7,005 25.1
 
Others 702 2.5
 
27,940 100.0%
 
The current survey revealed that 2.3% more Whites,.6%fewer
 
Blacks, 3.9% fewer Mexican-Americans, and 2.2% more Others took part
 
in the TAPS program than their ethnic counterparts among all California
 
prisoners in 1981. Whites and Blacks outnumbered Mexican-Americans auid
 
Others in vocational correctional programs in California prisons in 1981.
 
Median Age: Male/Female California Prisoners, 1981
 
Median Age for all Females Incarcerated, California, 1981 . . . . . . 29
 
Median Age for all Males Incarcerated, California, 1981 . . . . . . . 28
 
The median age statistic for males/females is relevant as a factor
 
bearing on recidivism. California female inmates were slightly older than
 
male inmates in 1981; females recidivated less than males ih 1981 by 5.42%.
 
(California Summary Statistics, 1981, in print)
 
  
 
CHART 3. SUCCESS/FAILURE; TAPS CANDIDATES, 1981
 
PRISON U TOTAL SUCCESS
 FAILURE OTHER .
 
15 Jobs 8 No Job
 
C0C
 
. -33 17 '. 15 4 Return 
-r: :
 
15.'57%^ . 16..50% 2 15.00% 3 RAL
 11.11% 1
 
33 Jobs 8 No Job
 
cmi
 53 36 17 8 Return
 
25.00% 34.95%; 3 17:.00% 1 RAL
 
19 Jobs 9 No Job
 
ciw 41 20 18'. ' 7 Return L - 3 1 Disabled
 
19.34% 19.42% 1 Discharge 18.00% 2 RAL 33,33% 2 Interstate
 
[0
 
8 No Job
 
CTF
 19 6
 6 Jobs 12 3 Return 1 Disabled
 
8.96% 5.83% 12.00% 1 RAL 11.11%
 
16 Jobs 12 No Job 1 Methadone
 
CRG 66 24 38 18 Return 4 1 Disabled
 
31.13% / .23.30% 8Discharge 8 RAL 44.45% 2 Interstate
 
38.00%
 
TOTALS 212 103
 100 9 212 Units of
 
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% Analysis
 
There were 203 Units of Analysis in the final Success/Failure analysis of 212 TAPS
 
candidates surveye : 103 successes (50.74%) and 100 failures (49.26%-).
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"Successes" in Job Placement in TAPS, 1981, Included only; (l)job
 
or (2) successful discharge from parole, 1981. "Failures" included (I)no
 
job, (2) recidivated, or (3)RAL(Running at Large).
 
TABLE 3. SUCCESS/FAILURE BY PRISONS
 
GROUP l(CCG)(All Male) 17 Successes 15 Failures 
GROUP 2(CEM) 36 Successes 17 Failures 
GROUP 3(CIW)(All Female) 20 Successes 18 Failures 
GROUP 4(CTF)(All Male) 6 Successes 12 Failures 
GROUP 5(CRC) 24 Successes 38 Failures
 
103 Successes 100 Failures
 
There were nine cases "other" than success or failure:
 
3 Disabled (Presumably on Disability Pay)
 
4 Interstate Exchange(Unknown success or failure)
 
1 Immigration Hold
 
1 Methadone (Success unknown)
 
9 Other than success or failure
 
II II
Inquiry was made into CIM's unusually high number of successes.
 
It was noted thatin 1981 CIM had 14 vocational subjects and three vocational
 
instructors for 3,055 inmates. These figures compared with:
 
TABLE 4. PRISON POPULATION/NUMBER OF VOCATIONS
 
PRISON VOCATION INMATES
 
CCC 8 1,365
 
cm 14 3,055
 
CIW 9 940
 
CTF 11 3,586
 
CRC 10 1,570
 
52 10,516
 
Cali|ornia prisoners in 1981 totaled 27,940. Candidates in the five
 
■.V ■ . ' I ■ ■ 
prisons in TAPS was 10, 516. Of this number 283 had Vocational Completion 
m Approximately l-in-12 vocational students may have participated in 
ivQCcitiGnal prpgrams in 1981 who achieved completion. (CRC class count) 
 CHART 4. TAPS ACCUMULATIVE TOTALS: 1981
 
INSTITUTION TOTALS: ccc CIM CIW CTF CRC TOTAL 
33 53 41 19 66 212 
15.57% 25.00% 19.34°^'/O 8.96% 31.13% 100.00% 
ETHNIC BREAKDOWN; WHITE BLACK MEX/AM AM/IND OTHER TOTAL 
82 75 45 4 6 212 
38.68% 35.38% 21.23% 1.89% 2.82% 100.00% 
MALE/FEMALE: MALE TAPS FEMALE TAPS TOTAL 
PAROLEES PAROLEES 
135 77 212 
63.68% 36.32'% 100.00% 
SUCCESS/FAILURE SUCCESS, 1981 FAILURE, 1981
 
(Others: 9)
 
Total Discharged TOTAL TOTAL
 
Jobs Successfully Success No Job Recidi\'Ute RAL Failure
 
89 14 103 45 40 15 100
 
86.41% 13.59%) 100.00%) 45.00% 40.00%) 15.00% 100.00%
 
TOTALS: SUCCESSES FAILURES OTHERS TOTAL 
103 100 9 212 
48.58%o 47.17% 4.25% 100.00% 
  
 
 
 
 
 
' ■■ ■■ r: . 
Th^ Accumulated Totals Chart on page 31 is a summarization of the
 
three charts that precede it, showing:
 
Institutional Totals of 1981 Vocational Completions
 
Ethnic Breakdown
 
ill's:.- I Male/Female.Ratio ;
 
Success/Failure
 
Ratio of Success/Failures and Other
 
. ■ ■ . . . . 
for an all-over picture of the groups used in this survey.
 
An important "finding" is the ratio of male/female vocationally
 
trained parolees in the TAPS survey as it compared with the ratio of
 
■ 'vr; ; ■ . ■ ..v ■ ■ ■ . ■ 	 ■ . ■ ' 
■M' ^ " • ^ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . '. . ' ■ ■■ ■ : 
males/female in the general prison population in 1981. 
TAPS 1981 	 TOTAL 1981INMATES: CDC 
77 Females 1,230 Females 
135 Males 26, 710 Males 
" " ' ' ■ ■ ■ ' . . ■ ■ ■ ■■ . 
212 Total TAPS Candidates 27, 940 Total CDC Inmates 1981 
^;l' ■ 'I ■ I: ■ . 1 - l| ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
It will be noted that the ratio of females to males in the TAPS 1981
 
population is nearly 1to 2 whereas the male/female ratio in the general 
■ , 
prison populations, 1981, is about 1to 20. When TAPS percentages are 
' ' ' ■ ' . . v 	 ' ■ ■ , - ■ ; , ■ ■ 
compared to General Prison population, the male statistics will be 
weighted accordingly: 20 to 1. 
Some explanations for this enormous difference are: 
' ■ ■ " ■ . ; ■ ■ 
1. 	 Criminality is almost entirely a male social phenomenon.
2. 	 Those females who do get into prison must be offered equal 
access to vocations according to the VEA of 1963. 
3. 	 Females in prison may seek vocational training in prison when 
they must support small children alone when paroled. 
When comparisons are made within this TAPS survey, the ratio of 
statistics between male/female will not be weighted. 
I, I' A chart showing number of jobs foundinthe TAPS population related 
to or similar to job for which trained follows: 
■ - ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ . ■ ^ ^ 
  
 
 
 
 
CHART 5. JOBS RELATED/NOT RELATED TO VOCATION TRAINED
 
PRISON JOBS RELATED JOBS NOT RELATED DISCH. TOTALS
 
Male Female Total Male Female Total
 
ccc 7 7 8 8 2 17
 
6.80% 6.80% 7.77% 7.77% 16.50%
 
;CM 16 1 17 16 16 3 36
 
15.53% 0.97% 16.50% 15.53% 15.53% 34.95%
 
CIW ' - 13 13 
- 6 6 1 20
 
12.62% 12.62% 5.83% 5.83% 19.42%
 
-

CTF 4 4 2 - • 2 6
 
3.88% 3.88% 1.94% 1.94 5.83%
 
CRC 7 7 14 1 1 2 8 24
 
6.80% 6.80% 13.60% 0.97% 0.97% 1.94% 23.30%
 
TOTAL 21 55 27 7 34 14 103
 
33.01% 20.39% 53.40% 26.21% 6.80% 33.01 13.49% 100.00%
 
JOBS RELATED 61.8% JOBS UNRELATED 38.2% 100.00%
 
/The total number of jobs obtained out of 212 possible was 89 plus 14
 
successful discharges, totaling 103 "successes" in 1981 of 212 candidates.
 
Total jobs relatef'tothe vocationfor which trained was 55;total
 
number ofjobs not related tothe vocation for which trained was 34 for a
 
"success"total of 62% in TAPS in 1981 for jobs obtained related to training.
 
This 62%'"success"total is derived from the one-year follow-up statistics.
 
CM tallied the most jobs related to training: 17. Word Processing
 
netted 15 jobs of 55 related to training (27%). Computer training at CIW
 
tallied 5 "successes";therefore, the "High Tech" skills obtained the most
 
jobs related to training. At CM,the most successful vocations included
 
Sheetmetal (5), Animal Grooming (4), and Diving (3). At CCG, Typewriter
 
Repair obtained 3 jobs related, and at CTF,Auto Mechanics tallied 3 jobs.
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CHART 6. JODS/NO JOBS PER INSTITUTION, 1981
 
PRISONS KNOWN JOBS KNOWN NO JOBS OTHER TOTAL
 
Male Pemale Total Male Female Total THAN
 
CCC 15 15 8 8 10
 
7.08% 7.08% 3.77% 3.77% 4.72% 15.57%
 
■ Gip ■■ 32 ' • 1 ' ■■ ■: 33 8 8 12 53 
15.09% 0.47% 15. 57% 3. 77% 3. 77% 5. 66% 25.00% 
GIW 19 19 ■ , ■ ■ 9 9 : 13 41 
8. 96% 8.96% 
~ 
4. 25% 4.25% 6.13% 19. 34% 
CTF 6 6 8 8 ■ 5 19 
2. 83% 2. 83% 3. 77% 3. 77% 2. 36% 8. 96% 
7 ■GRG 8 16 5 12 38 66 
3.77% 3.77% 7. 55% 3.30% 2.36% 5. 66% 17. 92% 31.13% 
TOTAL 61 28 89 31 14 45 78 212
 
28.77% 13. 20% 41.99% 14.61% 6. 61% :21.22% 36. 79% 100.00%
 
Note: Of the 212 cajididates 9 were omitted (See Chart 3) so that 43^ 84% of 
the 203 got jobs in 1981. 36. 36 % of TAPS females got jobs; 45.19% males 
Of 77 TAPS females, 28 got jobs; of 135 TAPSmales, 61 got jobs. 
Also
 
FEMALES MALES
 
28 Jobs 61 Jobs 
6 Discharges 8 
34 Successes 69 Successes 
Note: "Successes" includes those who go on to college. 
Females accounted for 33%of TAPS 1981successes and males for 67%. 
It is to be noted that in the TAPS population there were 77 feniales and 135 
males, a ratio of nearly l-in-2 whereas the general prison population in 1981 
had 1, 230 females and 26, 710 males, a ratip of nearly l-in^20. A possible 
reason the TAPS populatipn had a larger percentage pf successes in jpb 
placement was the disproportionate number of females taking vocations. 
 SUMMARY OF PART I OF FINDINGS; 43.84% Found Jobs
 
No. of Candidates
 
Institution totals: CCC 33 
CIM 53 
CIW 41 
CTF 19 
CRC 66
 
212 Total TAPS Candidates
 
Male/Female Totals: No, of Candidates
 
Male 135 Number of TAPS Males
 
Female 77 Number of TAPS Females
 
212 Total TAPS Candidates
 
Ethnicity: White 82 White majority: TAPS
 
Black 75
 
Mex-Am . . . . . 45
 
Am-Ind . .. . . 4
 
Chinese 1
 
Other ^
 
212 Total TAPS Candidates
 
Jobs 89 43.84%
 
Successful Discharges 14 6.9
 
No jobs 45 22.16
 
Recidivated 40 19.71
 
R.A.L. 15
 7.39
 
203 . . . 100.00%
 
9. . . Other(See Chart IV)
 
212 Total TAPS Candidates
 
Jobs Related to Training 65 61.8% TAPS Jobs Related
 
Jobs Unrelated to Training. 34 38.2
 
89 100.00%
 
Of the 203 TAPS candidates who were eligible to seek jobs in 1981,
 
43.84%(89 of 203) did, in fact, find jobs and held them after the one-year
 
count, according to the computerized TAPS data.
 
Of the 89 vocationally-trained TAPS candidates, 61.8% found jobs
 
in 1981 in a field related to their training. A Chi-square test found the 61.8%
 
ofjobs related to training to be significant at the.05 level.
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 CHART 7. PROGRESS AT 3 MONTHS/6 MONTHS/ONE YEAR
 
PRISON JOB
 JOB DIS NO REGIE. RAL OTHER NO TOTAL
 
REL UNREL CHARGE
 JOB REP.
 
3 Mo. 5
 4 2 10 2 1 1 8 33
 
ccc 6 Mo. 7 7 2 8 3 3 1
 2 33 
1 Yr. 7 8 . 2 ■ 8 4 3 -
1 33
 
3 Mo. 11 12 3 8 2
 17 53
 
GIM 6 Mo. 15 16
 .-r­3 8 4 1 & 53
 
1 Yr. 17 16 3 8 8
 •r 
­1 53
 
3 Mo. 4 3 1 2 3 1
 2 25 41
 
CIW 6 Mo. 8 6 1 3 5 1 2 15 41
 
1 Yr. 13 6 1
 -
9 7 2 3 41
 
■3 Mo. 1
 9 2 1 1 5 19
 
cr\ CTF 6 Mo. 2
 -
1 8 2 1 1 -4 19
 
1 Yr. 4 2 7 3 2 1 19
-

3 Mo. 17 2
 3 8 5 2 3 26 66
 
CRC 6 Mo. 14 2 4 9 14 5 3 15 66
 (Drug) 1 Yr. 14 2 8 12 18 8 4 66
-

3 Mo. 38 21 9 37 14 5 7 81 212.
 
TOTAL 6 46
Mo. 32 10 36 28 11 7 42 212
 
1 Yr. 55 34 14 44 40 16 9 212
 
II II
 
Note: The first three columns show successes in the TAPS 1981 program; columns 4-6
 
show "failures" Other means other disposition of 9 candidates which includes interstate
 
exchange, immigration hold, disabled, or on methadone. No Report means that the computer
 
print-out did not give reports for the 90- or 180-Day Report. All 212 reports were in at 1 year.
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Data Analysis: Chart 7:
 
Jobs Related grew from 38 at 3 months to 55 at one year.
 
Jobs Not Related grew from 21 at 3 months to 34 at one year.
 
Discharges also grew from 9 at 3 months to 14 at one year.
 
There were 103'successes" for TAPS in 1981,
 
The numbei' unemployed grew from 37 at 3 montlis to 44 at one year.
 
Recidivism jumped from 14 at 3 months to 40 at one year.
 
Those RAL(Running-at-large)grew from 5 to 16,
 
There were 100 "failures" for TAPS in 1981,
 
The 9 "Others" of the 1981 TAPS candidates of 1981 could not be Included in
 
success or failure categories: they included: 3 disabled(on Disability Pay),
 
1 on Methadone (success unknown), 4 Interstate Exchange, and 1 Immigration
 
Hold. The statistics above give results on the 212 1981 TAPS candidates.
 
At 3 months there were 81 "No Reports"; at one year, there were none.
 
Of 281 original TAPS candidates, 69 were dropped because of missing data.
 
Attempts to locate data on these candidates were unsuccessful; after about
 
175 candidates had been followed, however, successes and failures began
 
to balance each other out. The Task Force had correctly estimated that the
 
candidates reported would give the Legislature an accurate picture of
 
vocationally-trained California parolees on job outcome in 1981,
 
PROGRESS AT THREE MONTHS
 
Successes Failures Unknowns
 
Job Related 38 No Job 37 81 Unknowns 
Job Not Related 21 In Prison 14 7 Others 
Discharges 9 RAL 5 
PROGRESS AT SIX MONTHS
 
Successes Failures Unknowns
 
Job Related 46 No Job 36 42 Unknowns
 
Job Not Related 32 In Prison 28 7 Others
 
Discharge 10 RAL 11
 
88
 
PROGRESS AT ONE YEAR
 
Successes Failures Unknowns
 
Job Related 55 No Job 44 9 Others
 
Job Not Related 34 In Prison 40
 
Discharged 14 RAL 16
 
"TDT "W
 
Statistics were sufficiently complete on TAPS candidates to project findings on
 
overall job placement in California prisons in 1981 after vocational training.
 
 FINDINGS, PAJlTll: IIECIDIVISM
 
Since 1981 was the first year of the TAPS machine-readable computer
 
survey and since no other comparable reporting program on job placement
 
among vocationally-trained California parolees yet existed, no comparative
 
statistics could be made.
 
However, summary statistics do exist on all California prisoners on
 
recidivism. California prints two books of summary statistics each year;
 
California Prisoners; Summary Statistics (for totals from all prisons)
 
and Summary Statistics: Civil Commitment Program for Narcotics
 
Addicts (for CRC alone). The following "totals" on all California prisoners
 
aretaken from these two books.
 
TAPS statistics on vocationally-trained parolees from CCC, CIM, CIW,
 
CTF, AND CRCin1981 were hand^tallied from computer print-out; confirmation
 
was made by direct telephone contact with parole agents when possible or from
 
OBIS(Offender-Based Information System)located in the Records Department
 
in correctional facilities throughout the state.
 
Statistics on Drug Addicts
 
Since recidivism is so much higher for CRC where civilly-committed
 
drug addicts are confined^ Califprhia prints its book of statistics on CRC
 
separately sothat the higher recidivismfrom CRC will not skew the recidivism
 
statistics from the general prison population.
 
The following chart therefore shows 1981 Recidivism Statistics for
 
the four general prisons(CCC, CIM. CIW. CTF)chosen for the TAPS program
 
in 1981, and then, separately, it shows recidivism for CRC alone so the CRC
 
statistics on drug-addicts do not skew the statistics from the four general
 
prisons:
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CHART 8. recidivism COMPARED: FIVE PRISONS vs. TAPS
 
CCC: ALL PRISONERS % CCC: taps CANDIDATES %
 
Non-recidivated: 1,1 13 81.54% Non-recidivated 26 78.79%
 
Recidivated 252 18.46% Recidivated 7 21.21%
 
TOTAL 1/365 100.00% TOTAL 33 100.00%
 
CIM: ALL PRISONERS .%; CIM: TAPS CANDIDATES %
 
Non-recidivated 2,343 76.69% Npn-recidivated 44 83.02%
 
Recidivated 712 23.31% R-ecidivated 9 16.98%
 
TOTAL 3,055 100.00% TOTAL 53 100.00%
 
CIW: allPRISONERS CIW; TAPS CANDIDATES %
 
Npn-recidivated 827 87.98% Non-recidivated 32 78.05%
 
Recidivated 113 12.02% Recidivated 9 21,95%
 
total 940 100.00% TOTAL 41 100.00%
 
CTF: ALL PRISONERS 
. %/ CTF: TAPS CANDIDATES %
 
Nph-recidivated 2,791 77.83% Non-recidivated 15 78.95%
 
Recidivated 795 22.17% Recidivated 4 21.05%
 
total 3,586 100.00% TOTAL 19 100.00%
 
CRC: ALL prisoners % : : CRC:TAPS CANDIDATES
 %
 
Non- recidivated 1,234 78.60% Non-recidivated 40 60.60%
 
Recidivated 336 21.40 Recidivated 26 39.40%
 
TOTAL 1/570 100.00% TOTAL 66 100.00%
 
Note: These statistics are from California^Prisoners: Summary Statistics^
 
1981-1982 (in press) and Civil Conamitment Program for ^ argotics Addicts:
 
^mrnary Statistics,1981-1982 (in press), Sacramento. CA:' iPepartment of
 
V T^orrecti^^ • . '  *
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One-Third Recidivate
 
The number "seventy-five per cent" runs through current literature
 
purporting to be the "real" figure of recidivism from prisons. This is
 
not true. Out of some fifty articles reviewed for this survey, only one
 
author, Daniel Glaser, st£distically;;presented sunimary statistics from
 
federal and state prisons showing that it is a "Myth That Two Thirds Return
 
to Crime" (Glaser, 1964); Glaser supported this finding from actual
 
head count of prisoners returned within five years.
 
This survey also found that summary statistics (head count) show
 
that only one^third from generalprisons recidivate, (3ee Tables 5 and 6,
 
p. 41). Recidivism is much higher among drug addicts. However, inl981,
 
there were 27,940 total California prisoners. Of these. 26*370 were from
 
general prisons while only 1,570 prisoners were at CRC, the prison set
 
aside for drug addicts in California, Only 1 of17 prisoners in l981 was in
 
prison for drug-related offenses.
 
Crime and the Immature Male
 
Summary statistics also show that crime is a social disorder of the
 
male. There were26,710males in California prisons in1981 butonly 1,230
 
females. Females recidiyate less frequently. Statistics follow showing
 
that the13-year recidivism rate in California prisons was29,9% for males
 
and 24.54% for female parolees.
 
Each year on the following chart represents a five-year cumulative
 
count on each individual prisoner. That means that each ex-offender who
 
was paroled from a California prison in any given year was followed for
 
five consecutive yearsto see if he recidivated. Veryfew prisoners return
 
to prison afterthe third year out. Figures on recidivism in prison are
 
about as accurate as statistics get since identification of prisoners is
 
extremely thorough.
 
 TABIoE 5. RECIDIVISM IN PAROLEES, GENERAL PRISONS
 
(See Appendix 1for Charts for source of these figures.)
 
Returned from Parole With and Without a New Felony Commitment
 
5-Ar MALES Number FEMALES Number
 
Cumulative
 Paroled Pardled
 
1969 34.7% 7,217 38.3%
 
1970
 33.0 8,016 38.0
 
1971
 35.3 9,489 30.6
 
1972
 37.8 7,288 37.5
 
1973
 32.2 4,899 32.6
 
1974 23.7 4,717 20.5
 
1975 24.3: 1G> 578 14.6
 
1976 24.3 6>958 12.6
 
1977 21.1
 9,310 12.4
 
1978 4 yrs cum. 25.1 8,783 17.8
 
1979 3 yrs cum. 27.3 9,422 15.4
 
1980 2 yrs cum. 32.5 11,080 22.2
 
1981 alone 36.7 11,580 26.8
 
Male Average: 29.9% Female Average: 24.54%
 
Recidivism: General Prison
 General Prison
 
TABLE 6. RECIDIVISM IN DRUG ADDICT PAROLEES
 
(See Appendix 1 for source of these figures,j
 
Returned from Outpatient Status With or Without a New Civil Commitment
 
5-Yr MALES Number FEMALES Number
 
Cumulative
 Paroled Paroled
 
1974 60.8% 2,948 58.7% 503 
1975 63.2 3,155 66.4 566 
1976 61.3 3,485 65.1 678 
1977 58.1 3,197 61.3 817 
1978 4 yrs cum. 58.8 : 2,504 59.0 642 
1979 3 yrs cum. 58.2 1,874 58.0 552 1 
1980 2 yrs cum. 57.3 1,347 58.4 377 
1981 alone 51.9 959 43.0 242 
Male Average: 58.7% (Drug Addicted) Female Average: 58.7%
 
Recidivism rates for narcotics addicts are higher. Drug addicts appear
 
to return to prison nearly twice the frequency of general prisoners since
 
substances such as heroin, cocaine, or barbiturates are so addictive. Some
 
substances, such as heroin or cocaine, appear to induce an euphoric state.
 
Other substances induce sleep. As addiction progresses, the health of the
 
addict becomes so miserable that he/she succumbs again and again to the
 
lure ofthe drugged condition. Gradually, the addict develops tolerance for
 
the drug and has to take increasing amounts to induce the desired state of
 
euphoria or oblivion. Once addicted, he faces withdrawal symptoms if he
 
does pot stay in the drugged state. He turns to crime to pay for his habit.
 
(Bird: Pei'Sonal interviews with inmates.)
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Becidvvisrn Arnong Drug Addicts
 
TABLE 6 on page 41 giveB summary statistics on California drug
 
addicts paroled from GRC. The table shows that the recidivism rate for
 
drug addicts at CRG ran almost double the rate of the recidivism rate of
 
general prisons for the same years. Since prisoners with general offenses
 
outnumber prisoners with drug offenses at a ratio of 17 to 1 (26,370 to 1,570
 
in California in 1981), drug-related recidivism is figured separately.
 
Recidivism and Length of Sentence
 
The indeterminate sentence for drug addiction, a civil commitment
 
in California, averaged about seven months with a possible seven-year
 
parole follow-up. However, anytime a drug addict can complete two years
 
drug-free, he may be discharged. (Groves, 1984)
 
Parole for drug addicts requires urinalysis testing twice a week,
 
if not working; once a week/ if working. The new EMIT testing system is
 
remarkably accurate. If urinalysis reveals the addict is "using" again
 
and the parole agent feels he is in danger of re-addiction, he is returned
 
to prison About 60% of drug addicts return to prison, at least once.
 
determinate sentence, a civilly-comruitted drug addict
 
serves a specified sentence in prison with a possible 3-year follow-up.
 
If in danger of re-addiction, he is returned to prison as before.
 
The general public, as well as incautious researchers, have
 
evidently mistaken the higher recidivism for drug addicts for general
 
prisbn recidivism. The recidivism rate for general prisoners(by far
 
the majority of p runs on the average somewhere in the "30's"
 
in percentages whereas the recidivism rate for drug addicts runs in the
 
"60's" in percentages. (See state and federal summary statistics.)
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Careful researchers will not include drug addict recidivism rates
 
with those of general prisoners. The statistics will be skewedt %this
 
survey, drug-addicted prisoner recidivism is computed separately,
 
Female/Male Drug Addict Recidivism
 
TABLE 6 reveals several things. Fewer females than males are
 
imprisoned for drug addiction: a ratio of about 1 to 6; however, the female
 
recidivism rate for drug addicts is the same as males. The recidivism rate
 
of women in the general prison population remains lower than males.
 
TABLES 5 and 6 also show that recidivism among ex-offenders from
 
general prisons gradually diminished from 1969 to 1981 but is rising again.
 
Recidivism Among TAPS Candidates
 
A comparison in recidivism ofTAPS candidates with recidivism pf all
 
prisoners all California prisons in 19.81 shows:
 
Total Number 212 Total Number 27,940
 
Recidivated 55 Recidivated (36.2%) 10.114
 
Non-recid. 157 Non-recid. 17,826
 
TAPS Recidivism: 26% All California Prisons: 36.2%
 
TAPS releasees recidivated after one year at a rate of approximately
 
one-third less than the rest of the California prison population in 1981.
 
The 10-year average Kiale drug-addicts recidivism rate was 67.4% at
 
CRC, l964nl973. In the same10 years, the general male prison recidivism
 
rate averaged 39.9%. Female drug addicts' average recidivism rate, 1964 to
 
1973, was 58,8% while female prisoners from general prisons had only a
 
39.1% recidivism rate in the same years. (See tables on pages 8 and 9),
 
The drug addicts' recidivism rate is almost double that ofthe general
 
M:
 prisoner. As more and more drug addicts choose the determinate sentence
 
with the shorter parole follow-up, recidivism to general prison rises.
 
rOI^CT.llSlONS
 
This survey set out to report results of the 1981 TAPS (Training
 
and Placement System), Vocational Education, in five prisons in California
 
from January 1, 1981 to December 31, 1981,
 
The two areas of concern were:
 
1. 	What effect, if any, did vocational education in five
 
California prisons have on job placement in 1981?
 
2. 	What effect, if any, did vocational education in
 
five California prisons have on recidivism in 1981?
 
"Success" was limited to (1) actual job obtained and retained for a year
 
after release without recidivism, and (2) successful discharge from parole.
 
Follow-up parole reports were made at three-month, six-month, and one
 
year intervals so that the follow-up period for the purpose of this survey
 
lasted well into the year 1982, especially for those paroled or discharged late
 
in 1981. Of the 212 vocationally-trained students who obtained "completion" at
 
one of the five prisons in 1981, nine were eliminated for "other" reasons:
 
disabled, on methadone, or extradited from the state or country.
 
Of the 203 candidates followed, 89 obtained jobs and 14 received
 
successful discharges without recidivism; therefore, 103 vocationally-trained
 
candidates achieved a "success" of the 212 original units of analyses.
 
Job placement was achieved among 43.84% of the total candidates.
 
If successful discharges from parole are included in "successes" among the
 
1981 candidates, 50.73% achieved "success". Since Word Processing and
 
Computer skills obtained 20 of 55 jobs related to vocational training, 36%,
 
there is some indication that "High Tech" equipment and skills in vocational
 
training in prisons produce the most jobs on the streets for parolees.
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Total number of jobs achieved was 89; of these, 55 were relatod 
to vocational-training: 61. 8%. Miller (1978) found 40% jobs relat ed to 
"v ^ at CRC six months after release; therefore, this survey 
shows an increase of approximately one-third over the 1978 figure. 
TAPS candidates included 77 females and 135 males, a ratio of nearly 
oneTto-two whereas the total male/female prisoner ratio in all California 
prisons was l-to-20. Almost ten times as many females seek vocational 
training as do males when figured in percentages, h emales got 31% of the 
TAPS jobs; males got 69%. Of the male TAPS completions in 1981, 45/o 
; got jobs; of TAPS females, 37% got jobs. 
Recidivisni among the 146 TAPS candidates who paroled after vocational 
training f rom one of four general prisons--CCC, CIM, CIW, or CTF--was 
i 20. 3% in 1981, about 45% less than the 36. 2% average recidivism rate from 
all California general prisons in 1981. 
Recidivism amOng the 66 TAPS candidates with drug-related offenses 
at CRC was 39. 39% in 1981 which also compares favorably with the 51.4% 
recidivism average for all CRC. (About 23% less.) 
Flaws in t he computer input and output of the TAPS survey became 
immediat ely apparent. Computer data inaccurate in even one instance hinders 
an entire survey. When the faulty computer data was discovered, it was 
necessary to hand-tally all data, telephone to obtain accurate statistics from 
parole agents, and check data on OBIS (Offender-Based Information System) 
V available in Records Departments in correct ional facRities. To give some 
, indication of the task of hand-checking computer statistics: of the 66 TAPS 
candidates at CRC in final count for this survey, only 33 candidates had 
usable informationan the second and third computer print-outs. 
The current survey's results support the conclusions of Daniel Glaser 
that it is ^"myth that two-thirds of prisoners recidivate. " (|964)' Summary 
4G
 
stalidLica ahow ttie average recidiviam raL .' for trolees J'rom Calii'oruia
 
general prisons was 36.2% in 1981 (Appendix 1) Table 1 on page 8 shows
 
thai, the rive-yoar (aiinulalive rate lor rocddivlsin m California prisons from
 
1964 through 1974 was 39.9% for males and 39.1% for females. A survey
 
made by Glaser (1964) showed an average recidivism rats bf 31% froria
 
federal prisons. Glaser's figures were compiled also from actual shmmary
 
statistics. The evidence gathered in this survey indicates that recidivism
 
from general prisons is about one-in-three(in the thirties of percent).
 
If the findings of the summary statistics of state and federal prisons are
 
authentic, and we can only presume the statistics are imLpeccable since they
 
are head-count, the one-in-three who do return time after time to general
 
prisons constitute ttie group of incorrigibles that no amount of work will
 
rebabilitate. This third is the bottom level of society: its mass murderers,
 
child molesters, repeat rapists> tprturers, K is THE INCOIlfllGIBLES: the
 
level society MUST keep in prison to protect society from itself. This ene­
third continue in criminality until death.
 
Prisons CANNOT be asked to rehabilitate 100% of their Clientele. If
 
they did, they would be releasing the one-thii'd who are incorrigible. The
 
most important finding of this survey is that prisons are Mready returning
 
to society the two-thirds who do not recidivate. Since summary statistics
 
show that five-year cumulative recidivism averages in the "thirties" of 100
 
percent, then those who never return must average in the "sixties" of 100
 
percent. The question even arises: Are prisons returning too many, not
 
too few? The sentencing procedure that returns dangerous criminals to
 
prey upon society again and again needs a very careful look. Deppe (1982)
 
observed it is another myth that education alone can do away with prison
 
recidivism. It will take total participation of society.
 
Recidivism for drug-related offenses runs approximately double that
 
 oi" recidivism i'or all dther oltoii.sesr At CRC, the prism m Galifqrnia where
 
drug addicts are confined, the.male recidivism rate averageid 67.4%^ five-

year cumulative, from 1964-1973 and 58.8% for females. Recidivism
 
rates for drug addicts cannot be mixed with recidivisrn statistics for Other
 
offenses from the geherai prisoas. beeause the higher recidivism rate for
 
drug addiction Skews the results. Addictive substances--principally heroin,
 
cocaine, and barbiturates—are listed in the records maintained in prisohs
 
on these drug addicts. These substances are costly. Once addicted, a victim
 
is driven to obtain rnore drugs or he faces withdrawal sickness. If $50 is the
 
street cost of a "fix", ttie heroin addict must seek something like three a
 
day. Cocaine reputably begins to wear off in twenty minutes and ma.y Cost
 
over $100 for fc fii:. The cost very Shortly becomes astronomical, and the
 
addict soon turns to crime to get money for the next fix. Even the rich begin
 
to commit felonies. (Bird: Personal interviews with former addicts.)
 
Criminality is primarily a social disorder of the male and of immaturity.
 
California prison population summary stat istics have a male/female ratio of
 
about 20 males to 1 female. Other state and federal summary statistics run
 
approximately the same.
 
About one-third of the prison population is composed of ''incorrigibles"
 
who will continue in criminality until death. There is little, if any, excuse
 
that these criminals are released upon the general public to commit crime
 
after crime only to be returned again and again to prison. The incorrigibles
 
should remain in prison. A partial list follows of the characteristics gathered
 
in this survey, as reported in the review of literature, and, as gathered from
 
summary statistics, on the characteristics of those criminals who appear to
 
be incorrigible and those amenable to rehabilitation.
 
TRAITS OFINCORRIGIBLES/AMENABLE
 
A summary of characteristics of incorrigible and amenable prisoners
 
as taken from the Review of Literature above.
 
TRAITS OF INCORRIGIBLES
 
Immature male of ajiy age
 
Parents: chief income source
 
Hard-core unemployed
 
Occasional work/quits
 
Family: hard-core uheEaployed
 
Member of delinquent juvenile gang
 
School truant and drop-out
 
Low self-esteem
 
Negative outlook
 
Prior prison term(s)
 
Regards joblessness as norm
 
Short time perspective
 
Poor grades
 
Won't stay on any job
 
No pride in work
 
Shiftless and lazy
 
Police trouble in family
 
Many disciplinary actions in prisoh
 
Entered crime when young
 
Weak
 
vDamaging degree of deprivatiQn
 
Social isolation
 
Remains criminal
 
Shuns or refuses training
 
No industrial training
 
Plans further crime after prison
 
Never supported dependents
 
Seeks immediate gratification
 
Places self-interest first
 
Preference for being inactive
 
TRAITS OF amenable
 
Two-thirds prisoners/amenable
 
Provided own income before prison
 
Held full-time job prior to prison
 
Held full-time job for year
 
Family: working class
 
No juvenile delinquency record
 
High school graduate or G.E.D,
 
Self-esteem rises with training
 
More positive than negative
 
First time in prison
 
Seeks training and employment
 
Plans ahead for job after release
 
Good grades in training
 
Persists
 
Takes pride in work and grades
 
Develops good work habits
 
Family has no criminality
 
No or few disciplinary actions in prison
 
Entered crime later than adolescence
 
Relatively stable
 
Strong family support
 
Seeks friends and relationships
 
Acquires work ethic
 
Greater training/more amenable
 
Industrial training just before parole
 
Acquires steady work and stable home
 
Contributed to support of dependents
 
Sublimates gratification through work
 
Develops degree of maturity
 
Strong desire for change
 
Note: This list is a composite of traits of "incorrigibles" and "amenable" as
 
gathered from the references quoted in the Review of Literature above or
 
taken from TAPS findings in this survey. References used include Miller
 
(1978), Dickover et al (197i), Glueck & Glueck <1943, 1946y/ GoQdale <l973h
 
Davis (1946), Hines (1968), Bridges (1973), Y.A. (1977), California Prisoners
 
(1964-1981), Civil Commitment for Drug Addicts (1964-1981), Glaser (1964),
 
McCullough (1981), MacLeod (1965), Lipton et al (1975), Gallaher (1976),
 
Deppe (1975), TAPS (1981), and Bird et al (1980).
 
Note: This ,list is not considered complete. It is simply a starting place. In
 
time, personality tests for incorrigibility and amenability can hopefully be
 
developed. All the traits listed above should be considered in terms of degree
 
nor should one person be considered as having all the traits listed.
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 i: /RECOMMENDATiONS
 
It is time that prison pDpulat,ion.s be carefully and selectively screened
 
to separate the personality characteristics of the one-third minority who are
 
the true "incorrigibles" from the two-thirds of the prison population who are
 
amemable to rehabilitation, as research from the Gluecks (1923-1938) to the
 
present TAPS survey (1981) indicate. Some psychological tests now exist
 
f^ for personality abnormalities. The Minnesota Multi-Phasic
 
Inventory is giyon at Northern and Southern California Reception Centers
 
as the prisoner enters. Psychological tests should be developed entirely for
 
criminality. There is little reason for spending money to rehabilitate "The
 
Incorrigibles". These are the prisoners who commit endless rapes, murders,
 
child molestations, and torture. This population should be placed in non­
sensitive prison work positions, kept in prison without parole, and required
 
to do the work to keep the prison going. It would be a step in the right
 
direction to pass legislation which insures that incorrigibles stay in prison
 
and do not have the opportunity to prey upon the public. Much future crime
 
could be prevented if intercepted in childhood; testing should be continuous.
 
If 30b-training and job-regularity help reduce recidivism, as the
 
statistics in this research indicate, there appears to be need for upgrading
 
prison education and equipment. The research indicates t hat prisoners with
 
"High Tech" training get more jobs than those without "High Tech" training.
 
Correctional education should increase training in computers, in word
 
processing, and in electronics. The prison releasee has one strike against
 
hi,m anyway when he is released and tries to get a job: his prison record.
 
The prisori.'ir nusi be trained in skills that make him a bit better ttian nis
 
job competitors lest his job-search be futile, and he commit more crane
 
and return to prison.
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The machine-readable TAPS program,is a valuable social-measuring
 
instrument for information on ex-offender job placement and recidivism. It
 
sends this infomaation annuanytothe CaliforniaLegislature, TAPS should
 
. be|expanded to all California prisons. It has further potential
 
for providing information to prison vocational programs On which vocations
 
have the most jobs so vocational classes can be scheduled for successes.
 
Parole agents are the key inforniation source for job-placement data
 
on parolees. It is recommended that job data from parole agents be included
 
in the report system of the Research Division, Summary Statistics, State
 
of California, Job data is probably the key to both rehabilitation and reducing
 
recidivism rates in prisons.
 
Parole Agent Reports should go directly to a central TAPS base, staffed
 
entirely by professionally-trained computer operators. Inmates do not make
 
reliable computer operators on multi-prison computer reports since they tend
 
to skew statistics in their own favor. It was found that 33 of 66 original CRC
 
inmate reports were not included in the second and third computer print-outs
 
whereas one student with only one hour of vocational training was included from
 
CIW where the computer was located.
 
A copy of the Parole Agent Report should go to the concerned yocatipnal
 
supervisor, as well as to Central Data so a double-check can be made that
 
parole agents are sending in reports. If the Parole Agent Report is not prompt,
 
the agent should be so informed by botli Central Data Collection and the trainee's
 
instructor. Parole agents who were interviewed reported that they stopped
 
sending in TAPS reports because there was no follow-up.
 
Flaws are inevitable in any first-time operation. It is recommended
 
that the accuracy of TAPS be brought up to the high standards of California
 
Summary Statistics and incorporated therein. Accuracy of Instructor Data
 
Sheets should be checked by immediate supervisors and the data sheet relayed
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to Central Pata within three days after each releasee's departure from prison. 
Parole Agent Reports also should be monitored by Central Data so that parole 
reports arrive regularly at quarterly intervals. In this way# accurate summary 
statistics would be available for the first time on job placement. Job placement 
should then be made the criteria for prisonvocational courses. Job data on 
released prisoners has been the subject of much hypothetical research; 
statistics are now available which present fact, not theory. The public need 
not be fed false information on recidivism. The public ''must remsJ^fiber tbat 
the two-to-three time losers accumulate in a prison so that they stay there, in 
and out for a lifetime. " (Glaser, 1964) Only about one-third of prisoners 
from general prisons recidivate according to actual summary statistics, based 
on five-year cumulative head-count. 
Prison Pre-Release should become an efficient employment agency, 
directly in touch with the Employment Development Departments, colleges, 
veteran's agencies and rehabilitation agencies outside. 
Prison Industries should be expanded, and Halfway Industries should be 
developed alongside Halfway Houses where new releasees could learn to save 
funds and enter society with enough earnings to survive until first payday. 
Prisons in Califoi'nia released prisoners in 1981 with $200 minus the cost for 
clothes and transportation home. Most prisoners exited destitute. One of the 
main causes for recidivism that this research found was that released prisoners 
do not have enough pocket money to last until first payday. This deficiency is a 
useless waste of all the rehabilitative efforts of vocations. Many remjm to erlm® 
to survive. Isn't it cheaper to pay for a monitored release stipend, than crime? 
Further research is needed on the topics covered in this survey: Does 
Vocational Education in prisons help in job placement and does it help reduce 
recidivism? In particular, research should be continued for at least five years 
on prison releasees trained in vocational education. 
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